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The Compassionate Samurai Business Hour
Thursday at 1 PM Pacific
July 29th 2021: Put Me In Coach I'm Ready To
Play!

Whether you're in need of a coach or want to
become a coach, this show explores the key
elements of creating value in your life or business
coaching relationship. A dynamic episode
showcasing two coaches who have not only
ground their coaching businesses, but support
others to step into coaching as a career. Both are
filled with joy as they serve and contribute into
other peoples lives, and both women choose
intentionally to keep growing themselves.
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Featured Guests
Diane Beinschroth
Diane Beinschroth was personally trained by Brian Klemmer, and has
been a facilitator with Klemmer and Associates since January, 2000.
Diane brings a wealth of experience to her coaching. She has facilitated
leadership trainings around the world for large corporations, small
businesses, churches, the direct sales/ network marketing industry and
was the first facilitator to present a Seminar for K & A in China.
Read more

Jenny Price
Jenny's career as a certified coach and author, as well as her experience
as a fitness instructor, mother and church leader give her the unique set
of qualifications needed to run both a coaching practice and the
Klemmer Coaching Academy. Jenny worked tirelessly for months to
shape the content of this coaching academy course to ensure that it
always exceeds student expectations.
Read more
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